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61. ...Before or after hours the Fair is open to the public, sale of handmade or handcrafted items is
allowed inside booths so long as the person or persons who made them are present at the Fair with a
valid wristband or pass.
61 Change: Before or after public hours, sale of handcrafted goods is allowed in craft booths by the
maker, as long as they are present with a valid wristband.
63: Youth Crafters: Existing guideline… “We encourage you to list youth crafters on your Craft
Inventory record. Youth who will be 19 at the time of the Fair must jury their crafts. They will jury as
returning craftspersons if they were listed as active crafters (actually selling their crafts each day) for
two of the previous four years.”…
63 Change: Booth Reps are expected to inform the Craft Inventory Pathwalkers if there are any
youth crafters participating in your booth. Youth who will be 19 years old at the time of the Fair
must jury their crafts. They will receive the benefit of a lower acceptance score threshold if they
were listed by Craft Inventory as active crafters (actually selling their crafts each day) for two of
the previous four years. Applicants who wish to receive this benefit must indicate that they are
active crafters in the appropriate place on their application materials. This benefit is only
available through the application cycles in which the youth crafter will be either 18 or 19 years
old at the time of the Fair
69. Passes for Booth and Cart Participants. Only a booth representative or a delegate with written
authorization from the booth representative may order or purchase wristbands, worker day passes, or
vehicle stickers. The booth representative must have a vendor wristband.
69 Change: The Booth Representative must be an approved crafter with at least five years crafting
at OCF, except in the case of holders of One-Year-Only Booths, and must have a booth wristband.
70: Existing Guideline: Booth Changes: Booth representatives are required to notify Booth Registration
of all booth changes. Contact Information. Booth Registration will collect the names, addresses (e-mail
and postal), and phone numbers of folks in each booth. Booth representatives should provide this
information in the registration packet and update it if there are changes after the Booth Registration
crew has received the packet.
Booth Sharing: Craft booths may share space with any active juried craftsperson. Booth representatives
must notify Booth Registration as soon as possible to ensure that the added craftsperson gets credit for
vending.
Leave of Absence: A booth, craftsperson, or booth representative may take a leave of absence for no
more than two consecutive years with written notification to Registration before the May 1 deadline.
Displaced Active Crafter: If a crafter becomes displaced from a booth they have been sharing with a
booth rep, the crafter should notify boothreg@oregoncountryfair.org. Booth Registration will add the
crafter’s name to the Wait/Share list and do its best to work with the displaced crafter to find them a
booth to share. Booth Registration does not guarantee a booth for displaced crafters while seeking a
sharing solution.
70 Change 1: Add sentence: Booth Reps are required to give one year’s notice to a crafter that
they will be displaced, to allow the opportunity to that crafter to network during the event for a
new location.

New Booth Representatives: Booth representatives may request approval for a temporary, a one-yearonly, or a new permanent booth representative. A new crafts booth representative must have been an
approved craftsperson in that booth for the two previous consecutive Fairs. Booth Registration will
approve these requests.
70 Change 2: A new crafts booth representative must have been an approved craftsperson in
that booth for five years, including the two previous consecutive Fairs.

